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commentaries on the mishneh torah my jewish learning - kesef mishneh by joseph caro joseph caro the author of the
shulhan arukh wrote a comprehensive commentary on the mishneh torah entitled kesef mishneh his aims were largely
similar to those of the maggid mishneh which he often cited and discussed his commentary also covers books of the
mishneh torah for which maggid mishneh is lacking, commentary on the torah richard elliott friedman - commentary on
the torah is a great resource to the hebrew scriptures for those who like to parse hebrew words this book is indispensable
richard elliott friedman has provided a work of scholarship in the same manner of the hebrew writers turned pages from left
to right and reading text from right to left, commentaries on the torah traditional interpretations of - commentaries on the
torah this class analyzes an aspect of the weekly torah portion or upcoming holiday while providing a basic understanding of
the subject matter the lesson delves into its deeper and more complex dimensions with emphasis on the spiritual relevance
to our daily lives, jewish commentaries on the bible wikipedia - in 1993 they published the chumash the stone edition a
torah translation and commentary arranged for liturgical use it is popularly known as the artscroll chumash and has since
became the best selling english hebrew torah translation and commentary in the u s and other english speaking countries,
torah commentary on the israelite samaritan pentateuch by - a complete commentary on the torah is based on the
israelite samaritan version of the torah as it has been delivered for the past 125 generations since it was originally written by
mooshee ban aamraam moses ben amram the prophet of all prophets, guide to weekly torah commentaries online my
jewish learning - short 500 1 000 words written commentaries each written by a different rabbi relating the week s torah
portion to issues of disabilities and special needs in education thetorah com extensive trove of essays and academic
commentaries on the weekly portion written by professors and scholars of jewish studies, does rashi s torah commentary
respond to christianity - rashi s torah commentary is not a response to christianity 23 this strong point which cohen
supports by contrasting rashi s torah commentary with the explicitly polemical content found in the torah commentaries of
later exegetes from the northern french school rashbam rashi s grandson 1085 1158 and bekhor shor 12 th century 24
throws into relief the absence of polemic from rashi s torah commentary, jts torah online jewish theological seminary ethics of solidarity and civil equality from the parashah to the knesset from the narrative of adam and eve to the very last
verses of chronicles the hebrew bible and specifically the torah may be read as a process by which individuals and
collectives are selected or separated the christian new testament sends its redeeming message universally, the torah a
women s commentary women of reform judaism - each torah portion in the torah a women s commentary features a
central commentary written by a biblical scholar a second shorter commentary from another biblical scholar that
compliments supplements or challenges the primary interpretation a compendium of post biblical interpretations highlighting
issues related to women, hebrew bible judaism torah and jewish info - english translation of the entire tanakh tanach with
rashi s commentary this hebrew bible was edited by esteemed translator and scholar rabbi a j rosenberg the complete
tanakh tanach hebrew bible tanakh online torah bible, the torah a modern commentary revised edition ccar press edited by rabbi w gunther plaut this new edition revised in 2005 brings contemporary values and a fresh vibrancy to the
1981 plaut edition north america s longtime most popular torah commentary, torah commentary the hebrew nerd - torah
commentary the nerd has had an email list for a number of years he sends out commentary daily on the torah in plain text
format because his readers appreciate being able to easily read it on their phones at work while the boss isn t looking
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